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Abstract
This paper presents a fast and robust algorithm to
identify text in image or video frames with complex
backgrounds and compression effects. The algorithm
first extracts the candidate text line on the basis of edge
analysis, baseline location and heuristic constraints.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is then used to identify
text line from the candidates in edge-based distance map
feature space. Experiments based on large amount of
images and video frames from different sources showed
the advantages of this algorithm compared to
conventional methods in both identification quality and
computation time.
Keywords: text identification, support vector machine,
image and video OCR

1 Introduction
Text embedded in image and video usually provides brief
and important information about the content, such as
name of a player or speaker, title, location and date of an
event, category of the product etc. This kind of
embedded text, referred to as closed caption, is a
powerful knowledge source in building image and video
indexing and retrieval system. The extraction of closed
captions has therefore gained research importance
recently.
Due to the huge amount of data carried by images and
video, it is of very practical importance to detect and
identify the text region as accurately as possible before
performing any character recognition. However, text
detection and identification is a difficult task because
background, color, size of text strings may vary, even in
a same image. Many papers [5][14] show that available
binarization methods, including global and adaptive
thresholding (which has been well used in identifying
characters printed on clean papers) do not work well for
typical image and video frame. Furthermore, the image
digitalization and compression also introduce noise that
may blur the embedded text characters.
Previous work on text identification in image or video
can be briefly classified into region-based, texture-based
and edge-based methods.

Region-based methods detect characters as the
monochrome regions satisfying certain heuristic
constraints. The pixels of each character are assumed to
have similar color and can be segmented from
background by image segmentation [4][8][9][10][11] or
color clustering [17] preprocess. The resulting
monochrome regions are selected as characters under
some simple heuristic constraints, such as the size, the
height/width ratio of the region or baselines. Region-
based methods not only identify the embedded text
regions but also segment characters from background.
However, the monochrome constraint can not always be
satisfied and, therefore, the methods are not robust to
complex background and compressed video.
Texture-based methods make use of texture features to
decide whether a pixel or block of pixels belongs to text
or not. Wu et al. [5][6][7] proposed an algorithm based
on K-means to identify text pixels on the basis of nine
second order derivatives of Gaussians at three scales. Li
et al. [15] used a neural network to extract text blocks in
Haar wavelet decomposition feature space. Zhong and
Jain [8] [16] presented a text region identification
approach to combine spatial variance (texture feature)
and connected component (regions) analysis together.
Texture-based method is able to detect text in complex
background but is very time consuming [15] and cannot
always perform accurate localization [8].
Edge-based method detects the text by finding vertical
edges. In [12] and [18], vertical edges are first detected
and connected into text clusters by using a smoothing
filter. As with region and texture-based methods, the text
clusters are then selected by using heuristic constraints.
Edge-based method performs fast text detection but also
results in many false detections.
In the present paper, we introduce a fast and robust
algorithm of text identification in image and video frame.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the algorithm consists of two
steps: text line extraction and SVM-based text
identification. In the first step, candidate text regions are
quickly extracted by using edge analysis, and further
segmented into text lines on the basis of baseline location
and heuristic constraints at the aim of producing high
text location rate and reasonable false alarms. In the
second step, the candidate text lines are identified by



using a support vector machine (SVM) trained in a
distance map feature space to lower the false alarm rate.
The detail of the two steps are described in Section 2 and
3 respectively. Experiments and results are shown in
Section 4. The discussion and conclusion are in the last
Section.

Figure 1 Algorithm of text identification

2 Text Line Extraction
In this section, we present an algorithm to quickly

extract text lines in images and key frames by exploiting
two characteristics of closed captions. First, a visible
character always forms some edges against its
background. Second, a text string has a special kind of
texture pattern, a rectangle shape and horizontal
alignment.

1. Candidate text region extraction
In our algorithm, the texture pattern of text string is
simply regarded as a group of short vertical and
horizontal edges mixed together. Although the
compression process may blur parts of characters in
image, the visible part of the text still has quite a
different intensity compared to its neighbor’s
background. Varying-orientation edges can therefore
always be detected in a text embedded region. These text
edges are generally short and connected with each other
in different orientations.

To detect this kind of short edge mixture pattern, we first
detect the vertical and horizontal edges individually
using “Canny” edge detector. Morphological dilation is
then employed to connect edges into clusters. According
to the type of edge (vertical or horizontal), different
dilation operators are used so that the vertical edges are
connected in horizontal direction while horizontal edges
are connected in vertical direction. The dilation operators
are designed to have rectangle shapes; in our case, 5×1
for the vertical operator and 3×6 for the horizontal
operator.

Figure 2 Vertical and horizontal edge dilation
operators

Since non-text areas usually formed by isolated or long
vertical and horizontal edges do not occupy the same
places in both vertical and horizontal dilated edge images
at the same time, they can be removed by using an
“AND” operation to the vertical and horizontal dilated
edge images. Figure 3 illustrates the clusters resulting
from this detection process.

Original image Vertical edge dilation

Horizontal edge dilation Candidate text regions

Figure 3 Candidate text region extraction
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2.2  Text line location
The connected pixels in resulting clusters are

grouped into candidate text regions. If a candidate region
contains text lines, the top and bottom baselines of these
text lines can be located.
Baseline location is based on the horizontal projection of
the target region. Here, we simply regard a candidate text
region as binary image and project it onto the Y-axis.
Baselines can be located at the lowest values or the peak
of the first order derivative of this Y-axis projection. In
case that a candidate region may contains more than one
text line, the candidate region is first segmented by the
resulting baselines into several smaller regions. Baseline
locating process is then performed  iteratively on these
new born regions.
Very small regions and non-baseline regions are
removed in this process and the updated regions bounded
with its baselines are illustrated in Figure 4 (left).
The typical heuristic character of a text string is then
employed to select the text lines. In our experiments the
text line should satisfy the following constraints: (1) the
size of region is between 75 to 9000; (2) the horizontal-
vertical aspect ration is more than 1.2; (3) the height of
the region is between 8 to 35. In general, the size of the
text can vary greatly (more than 35 pixels high). Large
characters can be detected by using the same algorithm
on scaled image pyramid. Figure 4 (right) shows the
extracted text lines.

Baseline location Extracted text lines

Figure 4 Text line location

3 SVM-Based Text Identification

2. Support vector machine
SVM is a technique motivated by statistical learning
theory and has been successful applied to numerous
classification tasks. The key idea is to separate two
classes with a decision surface that has maximum
margin. The extensive discussion of SVM can be found
in [21]. In the present paper, we will only consider a
binary classification task with m labeled training

examples: ( ) ( ) ( )mm yxyxyx ,...,,,,, 2211 , where

1±=iy indicating two different classes mi ,....,2,1= .

For the linear separable case, we have a hyperplane
0=+⋅ bxw  (decision surface) that separates all the

training examples:

( ) ibwxy ii ∀≥+⋅ 1 (1)

where w is normal to the hyperplane.
The margin of such a hyperplane: 0=+⋅ bxw is
defined by the sum of the shortest distance from
hyperplane to the closest positive example and the
shortest distance from hyperplane to the closed negative

example. Since this margin is simply w/2 , where w

is the Euclidean norm of w, the maximum margin can be
given by minimizing 2

w  subjecting to the constraints

Eq. (1).
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SVM can be regarded as an alternative training technique
for Radial Basis Function, Multi-Layer Perceptron and
Polynomial classifiers. One of advantages of SVMs is



that the learning task is insensitive to the relative
numbers of training examples in positive and negative
classes. For example, in our case, the candidate text lines
usually involve 15.4% false alarms (in terms of regions).
The number of positive examples thereby is roughly 6
times as the negative examples. Most learning algorithm
based on Empirical Risk Minimization will tend to
classify only the positive class correctly to minimize the
error over data set. Since SVM aims at minimizing a
bound on the generalization error of a model in high
dimensional space, so called Structural Risk
Minimization, rather than minimizing the error over data
set, the training examples that are far behind the
hyperplane will not change the support vectors.
Therefore, SVM is used to identify text regions in the
candidate text lines for achieving a lower false alarm
rate.

Figure 5 Normalized text lines

3. Normalization and feature extraction
We first normalize the candidate text lines, which may
have varying resolutions, to rectangles with 16 pixels in
height by using bilinear interpolation (8 pixels between
the baselines, 8 pixels for top and bottom boundary).
Some examples are shown in Figure 5.
The feature space we used has 256 dimensions
corresponding to a 16×16 slide window in the
normalized text region. Since the text may have varying
gray-scales in images, the gray value is not a robust
feature in this case. As explained below, we therefore use
the distance map of each slide window as input feature of
SVM.
The distance map [19] DM(z) of window z is defined as

the set of all the associated distance values ( )yxv ,  in the

window z with respect to a distance function dis
according to

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )[ ]ii
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Here, B is a set of strong edge points extracted in
window z. The distance function used here is Euclidean.
Figure 6 illustrates an example of distance map.

Figure 6 Illustration of original image (left), strong
edges in the original image (middle), and its distance

map (right)

4.  SVM training and identification
The SVM was trained on a database consisting of 6000
samples labeled as text or non-text, using the software
package developed at IDIAP and called SVMTorch [22].
We used radial basis function kernel:

( )




= −−

2

2
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exp, σ

jXX
jXXK

where the kernel bandwidth σ was determined through
cross-validation. The details of the requirement of the
kernel and construction of the hyper-plane via a dual
optimization process can be found in [21].
The output of the SVM ( )zG  estimates the confidence of

the block of pixels in the 16×16 window z to be text. In
the identification process, we slide the window every
four pixels from left to right in each normalized text
region and compute the confidence of each window. The
confidence ( )RConf of a text region R was defined as:

( ) ( )∑
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where zd  is the distance between the center of window z

and the center of the text region R, and 100 =σ . A

candidate region R is identified as a text region if
( ) 0≥RConf .

Figure 7 Valid baseline ranges: the shading parts
indicate the valid baseline range

4 Experiments and Results
Experiments were carried out on a database consisting of
18,000 video frames extracted from video of
advertisements, sports, interviews, news, movies and 50
compressed images including the covers of journals,
maps, and flyers. Each video frame or image has
352x288 resolution in JPEG or MPEG format and was



decompressed and converted into grayscale before
applying text identification. Some video frames contain
the same closed captions but with different backgrounds.
Performance of the text identification was measured in
term of identification rate (IR) and false alarms. A text
string is considered to be correctly identified if and only
if the located baselines are in the valid ranges, which is
labeled by human visual inspection as shown in Figure 7.
The false alarms are reported in terms of false region
alarms and false pixel alarms. The false region alarm rate
(FRR) is measured by the percentage of the number of
false alarm regions in all the identified regions. The false
pixel alarm rate (FPR) is defined as the area inside of
false alarm region as a percentage of the whole area of
the image.
Table 1 summarizes the performance of the proposed
algorithm, where text line indicates the number of text
strings containing at least two characters. We list both
the performance for both text line extraction and
identification. The fast text extraction algorithm correctly
extracts about 99.3% text lines, but at the cost of high
FRR and FPR. After applying the SVM identification,
the FRR drops to 1.7% and FPR to 0.38%, while
preserving a high IR as 98.7%.

Table 1 Identification performance

23037 text lines IR FRR FPR
without SVM 99.3% 15.4% 2.13%

With SVM 98.7% 1.7% 0.38%

Table 2 compares the performance and running time cost
of the proposed algorithm with typical region-based [11],
texture-based [5] and edge-based [18] methods, which is
re-implemented by ourselves. It can be observed that the
proposed algorithm results in a good tradeoff between
high identification rate and low false alarm rates.
Computation costs in Table 2 are reported for Sun
UltraSPARC-II with 333 MHz without counting the I/O
consumption. CPU required by this algorithm is higher
than region and edge based method but much lower than
texture-based method. Figure 8 shows some text
identification results, including correct identifications
and false alarms.

Table 2 Performances and running costs

X-based
method

IR FRR FPR Sec. per
Image

Region 89.6 59.2% 5.8% 1.15
Texture 99.1% 11.5 3.3% 11.27

Edge 92.6% 24.1% 12.3% 0.52
Proposed 98.7% 1.7% 0.38% 2.76

5 Discussion and Conclusion
Text identification in image and video with complex

backgrounds and compression effects is a difficult and
challenging problem. In this paper, we have presented a
fast text identification algorithm based on support vector
machine. The algorithm first integrates the edge, and
heuristic evidences to extract the candidate text lines and
then identifies these candidates by using SVM.
The algorithm described in this paper does not use color,
although many systems also make use of color
information in detecting text in color images [9][17]. The
main reason is that the start point of our system, the edge
evidence, is mostly coming from intensity in compressed
image. Transforming the RGB color image to YUV color
space and performing edge detection in U or V image
can easily find out this fact. No temporal information is
used in our algorithm. Since text may have different
movements in video, text identification is usually
performed before tracking the text among the video
frames.
The algorithm presented here achieves high identification
rate, as well as low false alarm rates. In fast text line
extraction phrase, this algorithm is faster than (or
equivalent to) other fast text identification methods,
although the whole identification process is more CPU
intensive than region-based and edge-based methods.
The evaluation criterion of the identification result
presented in this paper is on the basis of correct baseline
localization. This criterion is stricter than complete cover
criterion used in [6]. With this criterion, we can measure
the identification performance precisely without having
to show the final character recognition result.
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